ABSTRACT. A notion of a closure theory of a powerset theory in a ground category is introduced as a generalization of a topology theory of a powerset theory. Using examples of powerset theories in the category Set of sets and in the category of sets with similarity relations, it is proved that these theories can be used as ground theories for closure theories of powerset theories in these two categories. Moreover, it is proved that all these closure theories of powerset theories are topological constructs. A notion of a closure operator which preserves a canonical form of fuzzy objects in these categories is introduced, and it is proved that a closure theory of a powerset theory in the ground category Set is a coreflective subcategory of the closure theory of (Zadeh's) powerset theory, which preserves canonical forms of fuzzy sets.
Introduction
In almost all branches of mathematics the notion of the powersets and powerset operators in classical set theory is one of the most useful and exploited tools. Recall that given a set X, there exists the set P(X) = {S : Y ⊆ X}, called the powerset of X and such that every map f : X → Y can be extended to the powerset operators f → : P(X) → P(Y ) and f ← : P(Y ) → P(X), such that
The powerset structures are widely used in algebra, logic, topology and also in computer science, for illustrative examples of possible applications in see, e.g., the introductory part of the paper of [18] , for applications of powerset objects in abstract interpretation see, e.g., [1] , [6] . Because the classical set theory can be considered to be a special part of fuzzy set theory, introduced by [28] , is natural that powerset objects associated with fuzzy sets soon were investigated as generalizations of classical powerset objects. A fuzzy set in a set A with values JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ in some partly ordered structure Q is defined as a map A → Q and an investigation of objects of all fuzzy sets I X was of interest. The first approach was done again by [28] , who defined I X to be a new powerset object instead of P(X) and introduced new powerset operators f CLOSURE THEORIES OF POWERSET THEORIES E. G. M a n e s [20] introduced also a new structure T = T, e, (−) * , called fuzzy theory, such that T assigns to each set X a set T (X), e assigns to each set X a map e X : X → T (X), and (−) * assigns to each function f : X → T (Y ) a function f * : T (X) → T (Y ), satisfying some additional conditions. Fuzzy theory is, in fact, identical with the algebraic theory (T, ♦, e) in the category Set, if we set g♦f = g * • f.
Instead of algebraic theory (in clone form) introduced by [19] , more explicit powerset theory was introduced by S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] as a special structure describing powerset objects. A slight modification of that structure defined in a category K, is represented by a system P = (P, →, V, η), where P : |K| → CSLAT is a powerset generator (where CSLAT is the category of complete semilattices), → is a forward powerset operator, such that for each f : X → Y in K, f → P : P (X) → P (Y ) in CSLAT , V : K → Set is a concrete functor and η X : V (X) → P (X) is a map for each object X. He then proved that some powerset theories can be generated by algebraic theories.
Since the original Z a d e h' s paper was published, the notion of "fuzzy set" has been changed significantly and it is now more general. The first important modification concerns the value set: instead of real number interval I = [0, 1], more general lattice structures Q are considered. Among these lattice structures, complete residuated lattices play important role, (see, e.g., [21] ), in modern terminology unital and commutative quantale, (see [7] ), i.e., a structure Q = (L, ∧, ∨, ⊗, →, 0, 1) such that (L, ∧, ∨) is a complete lattice, (L, ⊗, 1) is a commutative monoid with operation ⊗ isotone in both arguments and → is a binary operation which is adjoint with respect to ⊗, i.e., Further, classical fuzzy sets (or even fuzzy sets with values in residuated lattice Q) were originally defined on sets. But any set A can be considered as a couple (A, =), where = is a standard equality relation defined on A. It is then natural instead of the crisp equality relation =, to consider some more "fuzzy" equality relation defined on A, which is called a similarity relation. Hence, instead of a classical set A as a basic set and a fuzzy set s : A → Q, we can use a set with similarity relation (A, δ) (called a Q-set) and a map s : (A, δ) → Q. Such a map then represents some new "fuzzy object" in (A, δ). The next step in our generalization process is more abstract. Instead of maps A → Q, or (A, δ) → Q, we can use more general structures, i.e., morphisms in some categories. In the fuzzy set theory various categories are used to describe JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ properties of such "fuzzy objects". Properties of such categories were intensively investigated, e.g., [4] . In the paper, we use a category with Q-sets as objects and naturly defined morphisms. A morphism f : (A, δ) → (B, γ) in the category Set(Q) is a map f :
It is then natural to speak about a fuzzy object (A, δ) → (Q, ↔) in the category Set(Q), instead of a "fuzzy set", where ↔ is the biresiduation operation in Q defined by α ↔ β = (α → β) ∧ (β → α). These fuzzy objects generalize classical fuzzy sets A → Q. In fact, if we consider, for example, Q-sets (A, =), then s : (A, =) → (Q, ↔) is a morphism in Set(Q) if and only if s : A → Q is a map, i.e., a classical fuzzy set.
By using that general approach, we can even define fuzzy objects which are neither maps nor morphisms. The motivation for these fuzzy objects comes from α-cuts of classical fuzzy sets. Any classically defined fuzzy set X in a set A with values in Q can be defined equivalently by a system of level sets X α , α ∈ Q, where X α = a ∈ A : X(a) ≥ α . Conversely, any (nested) system (Y α ) α of subsets of A such that for any a ∈ A the set {α ∈ Q : a ∈ Y α } has the greatest element (such system is called a cut in A), defines a fuzzy set Y such that Y (a) = {β:a∈Y β } β. In our previous papers [9] , [10] , we proved that analogously any morphisms (A, δ) → (Q, ↔) in the category Set(Q) can be defined equivalently by a system of some special subsets of A or A × Q, respectively, called f-cuts. Hence, f-cuts then represent another fuzzy objects in (A, δ) in our categories K, which generalize classical fuzzy sets.
It is important to know that all these fuzzy objects represent object functions of functors from a corresponding category into the category Set (see [9] , [10] ), or even into the category CSLAT of all complete -semilatices. It means, that sets of fuzzy objects can be ordered in a natural way, such that the resulting ordered sets are complete -semilattices, and the above mentioned functors are, in fact, functors from corresponding categories to the category CSLAT .
For these new fuzzy objects it is important that the corresponding powerset objets, i.e., sets F (A, δ) of all morphisms (A, δ) → (Q, ↔) and sets C(A, δ) of all f-cuts have analogical properties to those of classical fuzzy sets. In the paper [12] we proved that all these fuzzy objects has powerset structures which are powerset theories in corresponding categories, in the sense of Rodabaugh and some of these powerset theories are defined by algebraic theories. For classical powerset theories Z and P there exists a strong relation between these two theories, which can be represented as some homomorphism P → Z. In [12] we proved that analogously for these new fuzzy theories F there exist "new classical" powerset theories R and a homomorphism R → F.
Algebraic theories and powerset theories were used to develop a fuzzy topological theories for lattice-valued mathematics. The basic idea of this approach is the definition of a new theory that contains, among powerset objects also topology defined on these powerset objects, and the inclusion of relevant axioms concerning continuity to this new theory (see, e.g., S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] , S. A. S o l o v y o v [18] with extended list of references).
In this paper we want to investigate powerset objects in ground categories Set and Set(Q) in two different but interconnected sections. Firstly, we introduce the notion of a closure theory of a powerset theory in a ground category as a natural generalization of a topology theory of a powerset theory, which was previously defined by S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] . Using examples of powerset theories presented in previous papers of S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] , U. Hö h l e [13] , J. M oč k oř [12] and others, we show that these powerset theories can be used as ground theories for closure theories of powerset theories in a ground category Set or Set(Q) and that all these closure theories of powerset theories are topological constructs, which also generalizes results of S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] .
The other section will deal with properties of objects of closure theories of powerset theories. In our previous paper [11] we proved several extension theorems for closure operators, under which a closure operator defined on a powerset structure of one type can be extended to a closure operator defined on another powerset structure. We also investigated relationships between continuity of pairs of morphisms f, g in categories of powerset structures, with respect to a closure operators, where f and g are morphisms between powerset structures of different types. In the paper we will continue in such investigation of these properties. An important notion will be the notion of a closure operator which preserves a canonical form of fuzzy objects. Using that notion we will describe some extensions of closure operators. Moreover, using that notion we show that a closure theory of a classical powerset theory in the ground category Set is a coreflective subcategory in the subcategory of closure theory of (Zadeh's) powerset theory, which is based on closure operators which preserves a canonical forms of (Zadeh's) fuzzy sets.
Preliminaries
For a convenience of potential readers we repeat in this section several notions and facts about sets with similarity relations and the category Set(Q) of these sets. We also repeat some results about special morphisms in the category Set(Q), which are considered to be a generalization of classical fuzzy sets. Some results will be also mentioned about isomorphisms between these fuzzy sets and special cut systems in the category Set(Q), which generalize relationships between classical fuzzy sets and α-cuts. We also repeat some basic theorem about extensions of closure operators, under which a closure operator defined on one powerset structure can be extended to a closure operator defined on another powerset structure. Most of results were published in the papers [9] - [11] .
JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ
In the paper the symbol Q is used for a a structure Q = (L, ∧, ∨, ⊗, →, 0, 1) such that (L, ∧, ∨) is a complete lattice, (L, ⊗, 1) is a commutative monoid with operation ⊗ isotone in both arguments and → is a binary operation which is adjoint with respect to ⊗, i.e.,
Recall that a system (C α ) α∈Q is a cut systems in a set X, if C α ⊆ X and if a ∈ X is such that β:a∈C β β ≥ α, then a ∈ C α . It is well known that there exists a bijection between the set of all cut systems in a set X and a set Q X .
Recall that a set with similarity relation (or Q-set) is a couple (A, δ), where
We will use the category Set(Q) with Q-sets as objects and with morphisms
The category Set(Q) has its origin in Wyler's category introduced in [27] , and in a more general way developed by U. Hö h l e in [4] . The category Set(Q) and some its modifications are frequently used as a natural background for categorical investigation of fuzzy set theory.
Cut systems (called f-cut systems) can be defined also in the category Set(Q) (see [9] , [10] ), where a system of subsets (
We will use the following notations for powerset objects:
In the paper [8] we proved that for every Q-set (A, δ), there exists a map :
and this map is a closure operator on the set Z(A). Analogously, in the paper [9] we proved that there exists a map :
We will use those closure operators and in the rest of the paper. In the paper [11] we investigated a possibility to extend a closure operator defined on a powerset objects of some fuzzy objects to a closure operator defined on another powerset object of fuzzy objects. For example, if c is a closure operator defined on an ordered set Z(A), ≤ of fuzzy sets in a set A, then using c, another closure operator ψ Z(A),A (c) can be defined on A. In fact, let (A, ≤) be an ordered set and let U (A, ≤) be the set of all closure operators defined on (A, ≤). Then the following theorem was proved.
(1) There exist maps such that the diagram commutes.
(4) ψ D(A),Z(A) and ψ Z(A),D(A) are mutually inverse maps.
Moreover, in [11] we also proved that it is possible to describe continuous prop- 
Analogical results can be obtained for closure operators defined on object functions of functors R, F, C. In fact the following theorem and proposition was proved, whereŨ R(A, δ) is the set of all closure operators c defined on a po-
(1) There exist maps such that the diagram commutes. 
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 2.2 ([11, Proposition 4.3])º Let (A, δ), (B, γ) be Q-sets and let c ∈ U(A) and d ∈ U(B) be closure operators.Let
v = ϕ A,F (A,δ) (c), w = ϕ B,F (B,γ) (d), and let f : (A, δ) → (B, γ
) be a morphism in the category Set(Q). Let us consider the following statements:
. If the closure operator c B,γ is trivial on the set B, then also (2) ⇒ (1).
Closure theory of a powerset theory
Because of the convenience of the reader we repeat the basic definition of the powerset theory, which was introduced by S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] as an analogy of algebraic theory in clone form.
Ò Ø ÓÒ 3.1 (S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] )º Let K be a ground category.
. We will frequently deal with the following situation. Let K be a category and let P : K → CSLAT be a covariant functor. It follows that for any morphism f : A → B, P (f ) is a map preserving all sup. Instead of P (f ), we use f → P . By using the well known Adjoint Functor Theorem (see, e.g., [5] , [15] ) for any morphism f : A → B in K, there exists the map f
It is then clear that f ← P : P (B) → P (A) preserves all existing meets and (f
is a Galois connection. If a functor P will be given, then by f ← P we will understand the map defined by (1) 
In the paper we will deal with several examples of CSLAT -powerset theories. Some of these examples were derived by previous authors, e.g., S. E. R o d ab a u g h [16] , U. Hö h l e [13] , S. A. S o l o v y o v [18] , other examples was presented in J. M oč k oř [12] .
is the characteristic map of a subset {a} in a set X. (C α ) α∈Q in a set X, naturally ordered by inclusion,
Example 3.4. CSLAT -Powerset theory R = (R, →, V, η) in the category Set(Q), where
Example 3.5. CSLAT -Powerset theory F = (F, →, V, χ) in the category Set(Q), where
is defined by χ (X,δ) (a)(x) = δ(a, x), for a, x ∈ X. 
S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] introduced the notion of a topological theory T KP of a powerset theory P in a ground category K which extends powerset theory P in such a way that, roughly speaking, objects of T KP are pairs (A, τ ), where A is an object of a powerset theory P and τ is a topology τ ⊆ P (A) such that morphisms f → P : P (A), τ → P (B), σ are continuous. He then proved that topological theory T KP of a powerset theory P in a ground category K is in fact a topological category. (For a notion of a topological category or topological construct see, e.g., [13] .)
In this section we introduce a notion of a closure theory of a powerset theory, which is weaker than the notion of a topological theory. We begin the section with the definition of the closure theory of a powerset theory in the ground category which mostly will be the category Set or the category Set(Q) of sets with similarity relations. We will use the category CSLAT of complete -semilatices with complete -preserving maps as morphisms.
Ò Ø ÓÒ 3.2º Let K be a ground category and let T = (T, →, V, η) be a CSLAT -powerset theory in K. Then a closure theory of a powerset theory T in a ground category K is a collection K[T] of objects and morphisms satisfying the following axioms:
(1) objects in 
JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ

It is then clear that T : K → CSLAT is a functor such that T (f ) = f →
T and K[T] is a category.
Using examples of powerset theories presented above, we can present basic examples of closure theories of powerset theories in the ground category Set or the category Set(Q). The following theorem extends in some way results of S. E. R o d a b a u g h [16] about topological theories of powerset theories.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 3.1º Let K be a topological construct with respect to a forgetfull functor U : K → Set and let T = (T,→, U, η) be a CSLAT -powerset theory in a ground category K. Then the closure theory K[T] of a powerset theory T in a ground category K is also a topological construct.
P r o o f. Let V : K[T] → Set be a forgetfull functor such that
, g is a morphism in K and f is a morphism in K[T]. Let X ∈ |Set| and let f i : X → V (A i , d i ), i ∈ I, be a V -structured source from X. Since f i , i ∈ I, is also a U -structured source from X, it follows that in a topological construct K, there exists the unique initial
Hence, c i is a closure operator on T (Y ). We set c = i∈I c i . Clearly, c(s) ≥ s and we have cc(s) = i∈I c i j∈I c j (s) ≤ i∈I c i c i (s) = c(s). Hence c is a closure operator on T (Y ). We show that g
In fact, for s ∈ T (Y ), we have g 
It is then clear that n
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 3.1º Each closure theory of a powerset theory from Example 3.7 is a topological construct.
P r o o f. We need to prove only that Set(Q) is a topological construct. Let U : Set(Q) → Set be the forgetfull functor such that U (A, δ) = A, U (f ) = f and let f i : X → U (A, δ i ), i ∈ I be a U -structured source from X. Then (X, δ) with δ(x, y) = i∈I δ i (x, y), is an initial lift and Set(Q) is a topological construct.
Closure theories of powerset theories in the category Set
In this section we deal with properties of objects of closure theories of powerset theories in the category Set. An important notion in the section will be the notion of a closure operator which preserves a canonical form of fuzzy objects. Using that notion we will characterize some extensions of closure operators defined on different powerset objects in the category Set. Moreover, using that notion we show that a closure theory of a classical powerset theory in the ground category Set is a coreflective subcategory in the subcategory of closure theory JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ of (Zadeh's) powerset theory, which is based on closure operators which preserves a canonical forms of (Zadeh's) fuzzy sets.
In the paper [14] it was proved that any fuzzy set s ∈ Z(A) can be expressed in the following canonical form, where α is a constant fuzzy set with the constant value α: s = 
P r o o f. For simplicity we set d = ψ A,Z(A) (c). Let s ∈ Z(A). It is clear that
On the other hand, we have
Further, we have χ(s α ) β = x ∈ A : χ(s α )(x) ≥ β = s α , and it follows that
Hence, we obtain
and it follows that
If β ∈ Q is such that a ∈ c(s β ), then we have H(A, c) 
In fact, we need to prove that if g is continuous, i.e., g
. Hence, g → P is continuous and H is a functor.
We prove that there exist natural transformations
According 
We need only to prove that Z(1 A ) is continuous, i.e., for any
β .
According to [14] , s can be expressed by s = α∈Q α ⊗ χ(s α ). Let β ∈ Q be such that c χ(s β ) (a) = 1 Q . Since the closure operator c preserves the canonical form, we have
It follows that c(s)(a) ≥ {β:c(χ(s
, and ε (A,c) is continuous. Moreover, it is clear that the following compositions are identities:
Hence, H and G are adjoint functors.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 4.2º Set[P ] is a coreflective subcategory in the category Set[Z] 0 .
For the proof of the theorem we need the following proposition.
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 4.2º Let A, B be sets and let c (d, respectively) be a closure operator on Z(A) (Z(B), respectively). Let f : A → B be a map such that Z(f ) : Z(A), c → Z(B), d be continuous, Then
is continuous.
P r o o f. We need to prove that
for any X ⊆ A. Suppose that it is not true. Then there exists a ∈ core c(χ
and it follows that d Z(f )(χ X ) (f (a)) = 1 Q . On the other hand, since
,
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m. Since G is a left adjoint of the functor H, to prove that Set[P ] is a coreflective subcategory in Set[Z]
0 we need to prove only that the functor G is full and faithfull. Hence, we need to show that for arbitrary objects (A, c),
Then according to Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.1,
is continuous and it follows that f : (A, c) → (B, d) is a morphism in the category Set[P ], G(f ) = f . Hence, G is full and it is clear that G is also faithfull.
In the following two propositions we internally characterize closure operators ψ Z(A),A (c) and 
It is clear that the category Set can be considered to be a subcategory of Set [P ] and also Set [Z] . In fact, we can introduce embedding functors
such that for any A ∈ Set and any map f : A → B in Set, 1 P (A) = (A, 1 P (A) ), 1 P (f ) = f , and, analogously, 1 Z (A) = (A, 1 Z(A) ), 1 Z (f ) = f , where 1 P (A) and 1 Z(A) are considered to be (trivial) closure operators. Then the power objects functors P and Z which are defined as P, Z : Set → CSLAT can be extended to the power objects functors defined over categories Set 
All these functors can be represented by the following commutative diagram.
Set[P ]
In many papers a relationships between powerset functor P and fuzzy objects functor Z were investigated, see, e.g., [14] , [19] , [24] , [26] , [29] for some examples.
The basic relationship between functors P, Z can be represented by the fact, that the characteristic maps χ A : P (A) → Z(A) represent natural transformation between these functors, i.e., χ : P → Z.
In the following proposition we extend that relationship to the case of powerset functors with closure operators, i.e., instead of functors P, Z we consider the functors P cl , Z cl .
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 4.5º There exists a natural transformation 
and χ is a natural transformation.
The functor D : Set → Set is a special case of the functor C : Set(Q) → Set (for similarity relations equal to classical identity relation) and from [9] , [10] , JIŘÍ MOČKOŘ it follows that there is a natural equivalence between functors D and Z, σ : D → Z, such that for any set A, E = (E α ) α ∈ D(A) and any s ∈ Z(A), we have
Using that result and results from Theorem 2.1, we can prove the following theorem.
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 
Then according to [11] ; Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.2,
is a morphism in Set [D] and the definition of J is correct and, analogously, it can be showed that there exists the inverse functor I such that for any morphism
Closure theories of powerset theories in the category Set(Q)
In this section we deal with properties of objects of closure theories of powerset theories in the category Set(Q). An important notion in the section will be again the notion of a closure operator which preserves a canonical form of fuzzy objects. Using that notion we will characterize some extensions of closure operators defined on different powerset objects in the category Set.
In the paper [12, Lemma 2], we proved that any fuzzy object s ∈ F (A, δ) can be expressed by the following canonical form, in which we use the closure operator :
Then we say that a closure operator d defined on F (A, δ) preserves the canonical form, if for any s ∈ F (A, δ), we have
Let Set(Q) Let
be an extension of the classical characteristic map, i.e., η (A,δ) (X) = χ(X), for any X ∈ P (A, δ). Then the following analogy of Proposition 4.4, holds.
, which preserves canonical form and such that
is continuous. According to Proposition 4.1, w preserves canonical form and for any a ∈ A, we obtain is continuous and it is also clear that it preserves . Since f → F ( χ X ) = χ f (X) , it can be proved simply that η is a natural transformation.
